
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
IN AND FOR PASCO COUNTY, FLORIDA 

CIVIL DIVISION 
 

ELLISE BINGHAM, 
Plaintiff,    CASE NUMBER: 51-2012-CA-0812-ES 

       DIVISION: Y 
vs. 
 
TOWER HILL PREFERRED INSURANCE  
COMPANY, 

Defendant. 
___________________________________/ 
 

PLAINTIFF ELISE BINGHAM’S 
VERIFIED AMENDED MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE HER 
THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR COMPENSATORY AND 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

 
Plaintiff, ELISE BINGHAM (“Mrs. Bingham”), for her Verified Amended Motion for 

Leave to file her Third Amended Complaint to Seek Compensatory and Punitive Damages, and 

in her proffer, states and alleges as follows: 

I. Procedural Statement 

Mrs. Bingham has completed initial discovery on the allegations contained in her original 

complaint, and having completed these first steps, seeks leave of Court to now seek punitive 

damages against Defendant, TOWER HILL PREFERRED INSURANCE COMPANY (“Tower 

Hill”).  Florida Rules of Civil Procedure 1.190(f) requires a motion for leave to amend to assert a 

claim for punitive damages making a reasonable showing, by evidence in the record or evidence 

to be proffered by the claimant, which shows a "reasonable basis" for recovery of such damages.  

Timing is also essential, in that Florida Rule of Procedure 1.190(f) permits the motion to amend 

can be filed separately and before the supporting evidence or proffer, but each shall be served on 

all parties at least 20 days before the hearing.  Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.190(f) mirrors 

the requirements of Section 768.72, Florida Statutes: 
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In any civil action, no claim for punitive damages shall be permitted unless there 
is a reasonable showing by evidence in the record or proffered by the claimant, 
which would provide a reasonable basis for recovery of such damages.  The 
claimant may move to amend his or her complaint to assert a claim for punitive 
damages as allowed by the rules of civil procedure. 

 
Section 768.72(1), Florida Statutes (2019).  In the context of an extra-contractual, "bad 

faith" claim against an insurer, Section 624.155 provides for recovery of punitive 

damages when the appropriate proffer and proof has been made:  

No punitive damages shall be awarded under this section unless the acts giving 
rise to the violation occur with such frequency as to indicate a general business 
practice and these acts are: 
 

(a) Willful, wanton, and malicious; 
(b) In reckless disregard for the rights of any insured; or 
(c) In reckless disregard for the rights of a beneficiary under a life 
insurance contract. 

 
Section 624.155, Florida Statutes (2020).  “Florida law is clear on this point,” requiring a 

plaintiff to provide the court with an evidentiary basis for punitive damages before the court may 

allow a claim for punitive damages to be included in a plaintiff’s complaint. Cypress Aviation, 

Inc. v. Bollea, 826 So. 2d 1091, 1092 (Fla. App. 2d DCA 2002), citing Simeon, Inc. v. Cox, 671 

So. 2d 158, 160 (Fla. 1996).  Certiorari jurisdiction is appropriate to review whether a trial judge 

has conformed with the procedural requirements of Section 768.72, but not so broad as to 

encompass a review of the sufficiency of evidence when the trial judge has followed the 

procedural requirements of Section 768.72. See Simeon, 671 So. 2d at 160. 

II. Satisfaction of Conditions Precedent to Seek Punitive Damages 

The conditions necessary to satisfy the requirements for the Court granting a motion for leave 

to seek punitive damages, includes the following, as outlined in Section 768.72: 

(1) A copy of the Third Amended Complaint for Compensatory and Punitive Damages is 

attached hereto as Exhibit A, which contains the necessary allegations and factual 
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support to establish a general business practice by Tower Hill, its Vice Presidents, its 

Claim Adjusters, and duly authorized representatives of the offending conduct for 

such damages, as outlined in Section 624.155, Florida Statutes; 

(2) the evidentiary basis upon the motion for leave to amend is being served upon Tower 

Hill, along with the proposed Third Amended Complaint, which includes the 

following: 

a. Tower Hill Policy, Policy Number 9000252710, attached to the Third 

Amended Complaint. 

b. Deposition Transcript of Senior Vice President Daniel Tadrowski, dated 

August 7, 2019, filed under a separate Notice of Filing in Support; 

c. Deposition Transcript of Claim Adjuster Karen McCleave, dated March 13, 

2020, filed under a separate Notice of Filing in Support; 

d. Deposition Transcript of Martha Carter, dated March 28, 2014, filed under a 

separate Notice of Filing in Support; 

e. Deposition Transcript of Vice President Lincoln LeVarge, dated August 7, 

2019, filed under a separate Notice of Filing in Support; 

f. Deposition Transcript of Litigation Manager Sam Townsend, December 19, 

2017, filed under a separate Notice of Filing in Support; 

g. Redacted Claim Notes produced by Tower Hill for Claim Number 

2800070851, incorporated into the record in the Deposition of Vice President 

Lincoln LeVarge as its Exhibit 5, and filed under a separate Notice of Filing 

in Support; 
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h. Adjuster’s Handbook, portions incorporated into the record in the Deposition 

of Associate Vice President of Claims, Pedro Quiroga, and as its Exhibit 1 and 

filed under a separate Notice of Filing in Support; 

i. Deposition Transcript of Elise Bingham, dated April 26, 2018, filed under a 

separate Notice of Filing in Support; 

j. Hearing Transcript regarding Plaintiff’s Motion for Summary Judgment as to 

Total Loss and Defendant’s Motion for Concealment or Fraud, dated April 30, 

2014, filed under a separate Notice of Filing in Support; 

k. Hearing Transcript of Proceedings, dated June 3, 2014, filed under a separate 

Notice of Filing in Support; 

l. Deposition Transcript of Pedro Quiroga, March 13, 2020, filed under a 

separate Notice of Filing in Support; and 

m. Report of Robert A. Beverly, August 6, 2020, filed under a separate Notice of 

Filing in Support. 

n. Notices of Filing regarding Concealment Motions filed by the Defendant in 

numerous cases. 

(3) The proffer of evidence identified herein, as well as the draft of the proposed Third 

Amended Complaint for Compensatory and Punitive Damages, will have been served 

on Tower Hill and the Court at least twenty (20) days prior to the hearing for Mrs. 

Bingham’s Motion for Leave, currently set for September 1, 2020. See Plaintiff’s 

Notice of Telephonic Hearing, Plaintiff’s Motion for Leave to file her Third 

Amended Complaint for Compensatory and Punitive Damages and Demand for Jury 

Trial and Notices of Filing in support dated and served August 10, 2020. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document has been 
electronically filed with the Clerk of Court using the Florida Courts E-Filing Portal and served 
via Florida Courts E-Filing Portal Electronic Mail to:  Attorney for the Defendant, Brett M. 
Carey, Esq., and Darryl Gavin, Esq., dgavin@rumberger.com, 
docketingorlando@rumberger.com, dgavinsecy@rumberger.com, bcarey@rumberger.com; 
Rumberger, Kirk & Caldwell, Post Office Box 1873, Orlando, Florida 32802 this 10th day of 
August, 2020. 
 

/S/Theodore A. Corless   
THEODORE A. CORLESS, ESQUIRE 
Florida Bar Number 176192 
MARY CATHERINE LAMOUREUX, ESQUIRE 
Florida Bar Number 872288 
CORLESS BARFIELD TRIAL GROUP, LLC 
6812 West Linebaugh Avenue 
Tampa, Florida 33625 
Service@corlessbarfield.com 
Telephone: (813) 258-4998 
Facsimile:   (813) 259-4988 
Attorneys for Plaintiff, ELISE  BINGHAM 

 

 



 
 

 IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
IN AND FOR PASCO COUNTY, FLORIDA 

CIVIL DIVISION 
 

ELLISE BINGHAM, 
Plaintiff,    CASE NUMBER: 51-2012-CA-0812-ES 

       DIVISION: Y 
vs. 
 
TOWER HILL PREFERRED INSURANCE  
COMPANY, 

Defendant. 
___________________________________/ 
 

THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR COMPENSATORY AND 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL  

 
Plaintiff, ELLISE BINGHAM (“Mrs. Bingham”), by and through the undersigned counsel, 

hereby sues Defendant, TOWER HILL PREFERRED INSURANCE COMPANY (“Tower Hill”), 

and hereby states and alleges as follows: 

 THE PARTIES  

1. This is an action by Mrs. Bingham pursuant to Sections 624.155 and 626.9541, 

Florida Statutes, et seq., as more fully described herein, for both compensatory and punitive 

damages, arising from Tower Hill’s “general business practice” of failing to attempt in good 

faith to settle her claim when under all the circumstances Tower Hill could and should have done 

so had it acted fairly and honestly towards Mrs. Bingham and with due regard for her interests.  

Tower Hill's actions and inactions are referred to herein and are supported by evidence proffered 

into the Court’s record. 

2.  At all times material hereto, Mrs. Bingham was the owner of one side of a duplex 

located at 31140 Whitlock Drive, Wesley Chapel, Florida 33543.  Mrs. Bingham procured a 

policy of property insurance from Tower Hill for the above-referenced property, Policy No. 
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9000252710.  A copy of Insurance Policy No. 9000252710 is attached hereto as Exhibit “A.” 

(“the Tower Hill Policy”). 

3.  At all times material hereto, the Defendant, Tower Hill, was a domestic 

corporation doing business in the State of Florida and was a duly licensed and qualified 

insurance carrier by the State of Florida to engage in the insurance business with Florida citizens. 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS AND 
SATISFACTION OF CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 

 
4. On or about November 10, 2010, while the Tower Hill Policy was in place, Mrs. 

Bingham discovered damage to the insured building, including but not limited to physical 

damage to the walls and floors, as well as to other insured structures on the property.  Mrs. 

Bingham timely tendered a claim to Tower Hill, which assigned it claim number 2800070851 

(“Mrs. Bingham’s Claim”).  In receipt of Mrs. Bingham’s claim, Tower Hill improperly and 

incompletely investigated and adjusted the loss, resulting in it being denied.  Consequently, on 

February 7, 2012, Mrs. Bingham filed a civil action for breach of contract under the Tower Hill 

Policy, in an action styled Ellise Bingham vs. Tower Hill Preferred Ins. Company, Case No. 51-

2012-CA-0812-ES (“the Underlying Contract Action”). 

5. While the Underlying Contract Action was pending, Mrs. Bingham served upon 

Tower Hill on the form provided by the Department of Financial Services a Notice of Insurer 

Violation, as set forth in Section 624.155(3)(a).  The Department of Financial Services accepted 

her Notice of Insurer Violation, on December 23, 2013.  The Notice of Insurer Violation stated 

with specificity the statutory provisions violated by Tower Hill's acts and omissions, the facts, 

and circumstances giving rise to the specific violations, and the particular policy language that 

was relevant to her allegations.  Tower Hill was then given sixty (60) days to respond to the 

Notice, cure the violations by paying Mrs. Bingham's damages, and correct the circumstances 
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giving rise to the violations.  Nonetheless, at no time during the cure period did Tower Hill take 

any action on behalf of Mrs. Bingham’s Claim or the Notice of Insurer Violation, but instead on 

February 20, 2014, filed a general denial of any of the facts, circumstances, or law associated 

with their actions. 

6. On July 9, 2014, consistent with its findings on the record at the hearing 

conducted on April 30, 2020, the Court in the Underlying Contract Action granted Mrs. 

Bingham’s summary judgment motion and entered judgment in her favor against Tower Hill, 

ordering Tower Hill to pay Mrs. Bingham policy limits.  By Order of the Court dated February 

27, 2015, Tower Hill was ordered to pay Mrs. Bingham’s attorney’s fees. Further, by Order of 

the Court dated March 10, 2015, it was determined Mrs. Bingham was owed statutory interest by 

Tower Hill. As the prevailing party under an action against her insurance company who 

wrongfully denied her claim, otherwise referred to as an “adverse adjudication” against Tower 

Hill, Mrs. Bingham sought leave of the Court and was granted her amended pleading to seek 

common law for “bad faith” and statutory damages according to Section 624.155 and 626.9541, 

Florida Statutes, et seq. 

7. Discovery in the second phase has permitted Mrs. Bingham access to previously 

undisclosed claim notes and confidential internal guidelines and procedures meant for claims like 

hers, all of which were withheld as privileged during the Underlying Contract Action.  The 

evidence demonstrates that Tower Hill failed to act fairly and honestly toward Mrs. Bingham and 

with due regard to her interests.  The acts demonstrating Tower Hill's failure to act appropriately 

occurred at the time her claim was being evaluated for coverage, as well as after it denied her 

benefits.  Later, after Tower Hill was sued and reversed its claim denial and agreed to coverage, 

Tower Hill used various policy provisions as a pretext to seek leverage over Mrs. Bingham to 
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agree to accept less than her actual damages.  The strategy was not done in isolation.  Instead, 

this strategy described infra as “the Tower Hill Formula” has been discovered to be used by 

Tower Hill in dozens of claims for other claimants similarly situated to Mrs. Bingham.  

Moreover, during litigation, and after coverage was established, Tower Hill’s senior managers 

used policy provisions, namely, its “concealment and fraud” language to make false and legally 

baseless accusations against Mrs. Bingham to attempt to reduce her benefits.  Tower Hill tried to 

hide its conduct by demanding its claimants sign onerous confidentiality agreements as part of its 

scheme to reduce its aggregate claim payments. 

8. Based upon the information to date, including depositions of key Tower Hill 

managers about the handling of Mrs. Bingham’s Claim, Mrs. Bingham is entitled to and now 

seeks leave to add a claim of punitive damages against Tower Hill.  The evidence shows clearly 

and convincingly that the actions taken by Tower Hill and the scheme used in Mrs. Bingham’s 

claim occurred, and may continue to occur, with such frequency as to indicate a general business 

practice and these acts were and are (a) willful, wanton, and malicious, and (b) in reckless 

disregard for the rights of Mrs. Bingham and other similarly situated insureds. See Section 

624.155(5), Florida Statutes.  By its design and by its execution, Tower Hill employed company-

wide strategies to deprive Mrs. Bingham and other policyholders of the benefit of their bargain 

under the Tower Hill Policies. 

UNDERSTANDING RECENT CHANGES TO FLORIDA’S SINKHOLE STATUTES 

 9. The Florida Sinkhole Statutes are found at Section 627.706, Florida Statutes.  

Before 2005, sinkhole loss insurance was mandated to be offered for all property insurance 

contracts by admitted insurers in Florida, like Tower Hill.  When a claim was made, under 

Section 627.706 (2004), Florida Statutes, the insurer would have been obligated to inspect the 
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insured's premises to determine if there has been physical damage to the structure which might 

be the result of sinkhole activity.  If the engineer engaged by the insurer determined that sinkhole 

activity could not be eliminated as a cause of damage to the insured dwelling, the insurer would 

be obligated to cover damages for direct physical loss, and to stabilize the building, the land, and 

repair the foundation.  

 10. After extensive lobbying by multitudes of insurance companies to the Florida 

Legislature to limit payments in sinkhole claims, the law changed regarding when an insurer 

must indemnify its insureds for the costs associated with repairing the subsurface of a property.  

Under the new statutes, if the investigation conducted by the insurance company’s engineers 

resulted in a sinkhole loss, a Florida insurer “may” limit its payment to the actual cash value of 

the sinkhole loss.  This payment will not include underpinning or grouting or any other repair 

technique performed below the building's existing foundation until the policyholder enters into a 

contract for the performance of building stabilization or foundation repairs. After the 

policyholder enters into a contract, the insurer shall pay the amounts necessary to begin and 

perform such repairs as the work is performed and the expenses are incurred.  While the 

language "may" permits some degree of discretion in determining which claims insurer would 

require a contract and which ones did not, the insurer retained its duty to act in compliance with 

its company guidelines and procedures and to examine each claim on its own merits and act 

fairly and honestly toward its insureds with due regard for their interests. 

 11.  As an institution engaging the public trust selling insurance, Tower Hill and all 

insurers maintain a duty of good faith and fair dealing, requiring them to act in the best interests 

of their insureds including taking no action designed to deprive their policyholders of the benefit 

of the insurance for which they accepted premiums.  Enforcing the requirement that an insured 
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present a contract for repairs to the property is not absolute and must not be done in a manner 

contrary to the best interests of an insured.  Insurance companies cannot use the requirement that 

insureds enter into contracts to repair their properties as a mere pretext to leverage those insureds 

to accept less in payments and maximize carrier profit at the expense of its policyholders.  Each 

insured's claim should be addressed competently, on its own merits, and according to the express 

terms of an insured's policy.  Additionally, any claims adjuster participating in a claim shall do 

so according to the company's internal guidelines and the standard of care for other adjusters 

acting in the same or similar circumstances. 

12. The actions taken by the claims personnel include admissions that this was not 

done as an isolated act against Mrs. Bingham, but occurred regularly, as a general business 

practice, and usually at the direction of authorized, senior-ranking claim personnel who acted 

with full knowledge that they were denying and delaying benefits due improperly for weeks, 

months, and in Mrs. Bingham’s claim, for years. 

 13. The 2005 revisions to the applicable sinkhole statutes additionally required, “any 

insurer that has paid a claim for a sinkhole loss shall file a copy of the report and certification, 

prepared pursuant to subsection (1), including the legal description of the real property and the 

name of the property owner, with the county clerk of court, who shall record the report and 

certification.” See Section 627.7073(2)(a)(2006).  By requiring insurers to do so, all future 

property owners and insurers will be able to determine whether any property has previously had 

a sinkhole loss confirmed by an appropriate professional. 

MRS. BINGHAM’S CLAIM  – DATE OF LOSS, NOVEMBER 11, 2010 

 14. Mrs. Bingham owned one-side of a Duplex adjacent to the other owners, the 

Wilbers.  The Duplex was a single structure consisting of one foundation for the construction, 
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one roof, one driveway, and divided by a shared, load-bearing wall between the units.  Each side 

was owned separately by the Wilbers and Mrs. Bingham, and each side had its own unique legal 

description recorded with the Pasco County Recorder of Deeds.  To the extent any structural 

repairs were ever to be completed for the Duplex, depending on the nature of the repairs, both 

owners would need to obtain independent building permits for their side of the structure.  When 

she bought her home in 2002, Mrs. Bingham purchased her first insurance policy from Tower 

Hill, which renewed every year through 2015.  The premium was calculated according to Tower 

Hill’s underwriting of the home. During this time, Tower Hill was fully aware the house was one 

half of a villa-type Duplex, with a shared, load-bearing wall dividing the two homes.  The 

Wilbers were not insureds under Mrs. Bingham’s Tower Hill Policy; instead, they were covered 

by a policy the Wilbers purchased from American Strategic Insurance Company (“American 

Strategic”).  Similarly, the Tower Hill Policy only covered Mrs. Bingham’s side of the Duplex, 

not the Wilbers. 

 15. In or around 2009, the Wilbers observed settlement damage to the Duplex 

consistent with sinkhole activity, including damage to the floors, the walls, and the roof.  In 

response, the Wilbers presented a claim to their insurer. American Strategic engaged an 

engineering firm named Westcoast Forensic Consulting Group, Inc. (“Westcoast Forensic”) and 

its principal engineer Arthur Baker, P.E. (“Professional Engineer Baker”) to conduct a sinkhole 

investigation according to Section 627.707, Florida Statutes, and to produce a report. 

16. While the Wilber’s sinkhole claim with American Strategic was pending, and 

while Westcoast Forensic studied the Duplex, the Wilbers stopped paying their mortgage to US 

Bank Association, NA (“US Bank”) for their side of the Duplex.  After that, on March 9, 2010, 

US Bank filed a lis pendens and an action for foreclosure in Pasco County Clerk of Court, Case 
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Number 2010 CA 2249.  The pendency of the foreclosure action would be readily discoverable 

by Tower Hill in the public record by use of reasonable diligence during its claim investigation 

by the Tower Hill representatives, outside adjusters, and employees. 

17. Professional Engineer Baker conducted a statutorily compliant investigation of 

the Duplex, according to Section 627.707, Florida Statutes, including the use of geophysics and 

geotechnical methods, and Standard Penetration Testing (“SPTs”).  Professional Engineer Baker 

conducted testing covering both the Wilbers’ side and Mrs. Bingham's side of the Duplex.  

According to the report prepared and sealed by Professional Engineer Baker, the testing covering 

both sides of the Duplex was of sufficient scope to opine within a reasonable degree of 

engineering certainty that sinkhole activity was a cause of subsidence to the Duplex.  The 

primary source of data relied upon by Professional Engineer Baker to draw his conclusions was 

an SPT performed just a few feet in front of Mrs. Bingham's front door.   

18. At no time was Mrs. Bingham ever in possession of the Westcoast Forensic 

report. Still, she was aware the Wilbers’ insurance company had hired Westcoast Engineering 

and that Professional Engineer Baker confirmed the Duplex was a confirmed sinkhole loss.  The 

Wilbers were paid by American Strategic but never repaired their property.  American Strategic 

tendered a check to the Wilbers, without requiring them first to enter into a contract for the 

repairs. American Strategic filed a copy of the Westcoast Forensic Report, with the Pasco 

County Clerk of Court, as it was required to do so by Section 627.7073(2)(a), Florida Statutes, 

placing it into the public record for other owners and insurance companies to discover.   

19. Upon learning of Westcoast Forensics’ conclusions about the cause of damage to 

the Duplex, on November 10, 2010, Mrs. Bingham filed a claim with Tower Hill for a sinkhole 

loss, a covered peril under the Tower Hill Policy.  Tower Hill assigned the claim to Martha 
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Carter, a Tower Hill Claims Adjuster.  Claim Adjuster Carter was to consult with a field adjuster 

who would then conduct an examination of the Duplex and report further to Tower Hill.   

20.  Two weeks after making a claim, Mrs. Bingham agreed to Claim Adjuster 

Carter’s request to take her recorded statement.  On November 24, 2010, via a recorded 

conversation, Mrs. Bingham answered all questions asked by Claim Adjuster Carter, including 

questions whether she was aware if any of her neighbors had any similar issues with settlement 

or sinkholes.  In the recorded statement, since obtained by her counsel, Mrs. Bingham can be 

heard answering affirmatively and advised Tower Hill of the Wilbers’ loss to the other side of 

the Duplex.  In response to her answers, Claim Adjuster Carter even remarked on the recording 

to Mrs. Bingham: 

 [T]hat’s really something, when [a sinkhole is] right next door, attached to your 
house. … [the Tower Hill Adjuster conducting the inspection of the Duplex] will 
surely be knocking on that door.   
 

She likely made this statement because, according to the Tower Hill “Adjuster’s Handbook,” the 

Claims Personnel assigned to Mrs. Bingham’s claim were instructed to “canvass the 

neighborhood” to determine if there were other homes near Mrs. Bingham’s side of the Duplex 

where any sinkhole losses may have occurred.  The Tower Hill Adjuster did knock on the 

Wilbers’ door, but no one was home.  Other than that one door knock, at no time did he or any 

other Tower Hill representative attempt again to communicate with the Wilbers before any claim 

decision was made, or examine the public record for a copy of Professional Engineer Baker’s 

report. 

21.  At no point before denying Mrs. Bingham's claim did Tower Hill investigate the 

information Mrs. Bingham provided it about the sinkhole confirmation on the adjacent home 

owned by the Wilbers.  Tower Hill would wait more than three years before it would eventually 
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reach out to representatives from Westcoast Forensic. At no time did Tower Hill speak with 

American Strategic about the Wilbers’ claim. However, it was their legal right to do so, given 

that insurance companies are free to exchange details about related losses.  Tower Hill did not 

attempt to talk with the Wilbers, even though Tower Hill knew the two sides of the Duplex 

shared the same foundation and that at least one engineering firm had concluded the damages to 

the Duplex were the result of a sinkhole loss. 

22. Instead of seeking consult with Westcoast Forensic to learn the basis of 

Professional Engineer Baker's conclusions that a sinkhole loss had occurred to the Duplex, 

Tower Hill elected to shop for a new engineering firm.  Tower Hill hired Madrid Engineering 

Group (“Madrid Engineering”).  At the time it was investigating Mrs. Bingham’s claim, Madrid 

Engineering’s staff interviewed her.  According to the notes in the Madrid Engineering file on 

the Duplex, Mrs. Bingham disclosed the details of the Wilbers sinkhole claim, as well as the 

identity of the other engineering firm, Westcoast Forensic.  At no time did Tower Hill or any 

representative of Madrid Engineering ever ask Mrs. Bingham to produce any additional 

information about the Wilbers’ sinkhole claim, or any documents associated with the Westcoast 

Forensic sinkhole investigation.  Instead, Madrid Engineering conducted its own investigation 

and drilled at the wrong locations and missed the confirmed evidence of sinkhole activity in the 

Duplex's shared yard.  At the same time, the Westcoast Forensic report was quickly discoverable 

by examining the publicly available, web-based Clerk of Court records, either by Tower Hill or 

Madrid Engineering.  Madrid Engineering presented its findings to Tower Hill in its report, 

which expressly noted that another report by a licensed engineer had confirmed the building was 

damaged as a result of data collected at the property location.  This information was known but 

deliberately ignored by Tower Hill before its denial of Mrs. Bingham’s claim. 
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23.  Based upon the Madrid Engineering Report on Mrs. Bingham's property, and 

without any regard to the data found by Westcoast Forensic, on March 21, 2011, Tower Hill 

denied Mrs. Bingham's claim, alleging the absence of evidence of sinkhole activity.  This denial 

was made with full knowledge that the Duplex had been studied and confirmed as a sinkhole loss 

by Westcoast Forensic and that the Duplex shared a roof, the same foundation, and was laid upon 

the same soil as Mrs. Bingham's home.  The denial of the claim was made through the chain of 

command at Tower Hill, starting with Claim Adjuster Carter, her supervisor Karen McCleave, 

and then Vice President of Claims Greg Nelsen.  In the claim notes produced in this discovery, 

Claim Adjuster Carter, Supervisor McCleave, and Vice President Nelsen were aware of the 

Westcoast Forensic report but never sought to obtain a copy of it to review before denying Mrs. 

Bingham’s claim.  

IMPROPER INSURANCE CLAIMS HANDLING OF MRS. BINGHAM’S CLAIM: 
THREE CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUAL AND INSTITUTIONAL BAD FAITH 

 
 24. The “bad faith” claims handling procedures undertaken on Mrs. Bingham’s Claim 

can be viewed in three distinct categories.  The first category of offending conduct began when 

the claim was received, on November 10, 2010, through the wrongful denial of benefits on 

March 21, 2011.  The various claims personnel knowingly ignored the fact that the Duplex had 

been examined by a competent engineer who found compelling evidence of sinkhole activity and 

identified it as a cause of the loss.  The second category of offending conduct of Tower Hill’s 

claims management commenced when the lawsuit for breach of contract was received by it. 

Tower Hill ultimately abandoned its defenses two years later, when on the eve of trial, it finally 

paid the Tower Hill Policy limits to Mrs. Bingham.  During this second phase, Tower Hill 

flipped its denial of benefits, on May 16, 2012.  Tower Hill’s next strategy would be to use its 

authority to require her to obtain a contract for repairs of the Duplex.  The confidential claims 
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notes reflect this was nothing more than a gambit to force insureds, like Mrs. Bingham, who 

could not or should not, based upon the facts of their claim, repair their homes to accept 

payments less than was due under the Tower Hill Policy.  This is because Tower Hill knew it 

would be impossible for Mrs. Bingham to fix her home when the other side of the Duplex was 

foreclosed and abandoned by the Wilbers. 

 25. The third category of bad faith discovered through the production of the 

confidential claim notes reflects a strategy where Tower Hill was regularly using allegations of 

concealment and fraud against many of its insureds, where it had previously denied these 

insureds’ claims improperly.   This was the strategy used by Tower Hill in Mrs. Bingham’s claim 

and other insureds’ claims with the intent to leverage her and other similarly situated insureds to 

either abandon their claims or accept substantially less than was due under their policies.  Upon 

examination of other claims and lawsuits involving Tower Hill in all circuit courts in the 67 

counties in Florida, Tower Hill had an institutional process of denying claims and/or delaying 

claims to negotiate down its aggregate claims payments.  This strategy was used regularly for 

more than four years, basing the move on debunked theories of various extra-contractual duties 

on the part of its insureds.  This has not occurred in isolation but occurred with such regularity to 

establish it as a general business practice in dozens, if not more of other claims with the same or 

similar facts. 

 26. These actions were not fortuitous or in isolation but were the result of a company-

wide-effort at Tower Hill to lower payments on its sinkhole claims according to a documented 

general business practice with willful intent, with a wanton disregard for Mrs. Bingham's 

interests and other similarly situated insureds.  Access to Tower Hill's confidential claim notes 

reveals the full participation and cooperation of the highest-ranking claims personnel at Tower 
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Hill, from Claim Adjuster Martha Carter as well as her Supervisor Karen McCleave, then up to 

three Vice Presidents, including Vice President Greg Nelsen, Vice President Lincoln Levarge, 

and most importantly, Senior Vice President Dan Tadrowski, who was the head of the Tower 

Hill Litigation Department.  Once the lawsuit was filed, the claim was reassigned to a “Litigation 

Manager" named Sam Townsend, who stepped into the place of Adjuster Carter and Supervisor 

McCleave. 

CATEGORY ONE:  FAILURE TO ADJUST MRS. BINGHAM’S LOSS PURSUANT TO THE 
APPLICABLE STANDARD OF CARE AT THE TIME OF CLAIM INVESTIGATION 

 
 27. At the time Tower Hill received notice of Mrs. Bingham’s claim for the Duplex, 

Tower Hill was fully aware that another engineering firm had certified that a sinkhole loss had 

occurred to the Duplex.  Although Mrs. Bingham told Claim Adjuster Carter about a report of 

confirmed sinkhole activity to the Duplex, and Madrid Engineering made reference to the West 

Coast Forensic investigation, Tower Hill never sought to obtain a copy of the data collected by 

Westcoast Forensic and Professional Engineer Baker.  While Mrs. Bingham did not have a copy 

of the Westcoast Forensic report, a copy of the report was readily available in the public domain 

and accessible by merely examining free online court records.  Armed with the knowledge of the 

Westcoast Forensic investigation and if it had conducted itself within the standard of care, Tower 

Hill would have known there was no scientific dispute regarding the presence of sinkhole 

activity as a cause of the damage to the Duplex’s foundation and, thus, no dispute that Mrs. 

Bingham’s loss was covered.   

 28. According to Tower Hill’s Adjuster’s Handbook, any claims adjuster assigned to 

the loss was obligated to canvass the neighbors and learn of any other, similar problems 

encountered by other owners.  If such a duty means anything under its procedures, it would have 
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meant that Tower Hill should have acted upon the information provided by Mrs. Bingham about 

the adjacent property owned by the Wilbers. 

 29.  The discovery to date reflects that Claim Adjuster Carter summarized Mrs. 

Bingham's recorded statement in the claim notes, and she was told about the confirmed sinkhole 

at the Wilbers.  Shortly after the notice of loss, she noted in the claim notes that Mrs. Bingham’s 

property was a duplex; two units that shared a common wall.  Adjuster Carter also stated in the 

claim notes that the adjoining unit [the Wilber property] had a confirmed sinkhole.  This 

information was then forwarded to all Tower Hill personnel responsible for Mrs. Bingham’s 

claim.  (Claim Notes, Martha Carter, November 24, 2010 and December 21, 2010).  Even prior 

to sending the denial letter she drafted to Mrs. Bingham, Claim Adjuster Carter wrote in the 

confidential claims note that "This is a duplex with two units. Neighboring unit has a confirmed 

sinkhole." (Claim Notes, January 7, 2011).  At no time did any of the claim personnel before 

denial ever investigate this further, even though Madrid Engineering (who also noted this in its 

report to Tower Hill) and Claim Adjuster Carter had advised them of this.  This was a willful 

denial of benefits, given that Tower Hill chose to ignore any data that did not support its denial 

of benefits.  These details were known to Supervisor McCleave and Vice President Nelsen who 

authorized Claim Adjuster Carter sending the denial letter to Mrs. Bingham. 

30. After receiving a copy of the Westcoast Forensic report, on May 16, 2012 Tower 

Hill flipped from a denial of Mrs. Bingham’s claim to accepting coverage, but with a catch.  For 

Mrs. Bingham to receive the benefits of the bargain she paid for, Tower Hill advised her that 

while coverage was available, she would not get her benefits unless she entered into a contract 

for repairs.   
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31. As a follow up to its its letter, dated May 16, 2012, on July 19, 2012 Tower Hill 

sent Mrs. Bingham a copy of a proposed repair plan.  Tower Hill went back to Madrid 

Engineering, the engineering firm it originally hired to investigate the Duplex and obtained a 

repair recommendation for just Mrs. Bingham’s side of the home only, excluding the Wilbers’ 

side of the Duplex. The Supplemental Madrid Report was proffered by Tower Hill to Mrs. 

Bingham with instructions to follow it, or no benefits would be paid.  The repair protocol 

presented by Tower Hill was below the minimum requirements of the Tower Hill Policy because 

it would fail to produce the result of “stabilizing the building, and land, and repairing the 

foundation,” as required by the Tower Hill Policy.  The problem, evident to an appropriately 

trained and well-intentioned adjuster:  you cannot repair one side of a sinkhole house, but 

instead must stabilize the entire building, and all the land, and then repair the whole foundation. 

On the same day Tower Hill sent the Supplemental Madrid Report, it invoked neutral 

evaluation. The Neutral Evaluator ultimately confirmed a sinkhole loss at the property and 

prepared a repair plan comprehensively encompassing the entire building (both sides of the 

Duplex). On February 18, 2013, Tower Hill informed Mrs. Bingham it was accepting the Neutral 

Evaluator’s repair plan for the whole building. But once again Tower Hill informed Mrs. 

Bingham it was withholding payment of coverage until she entered into a contract for the repairs 

recommended by the Neutral Evaluator.  At this time Tower Hill was fully aware this request 

would be impossible for Mrs. Bingham to perform; the two sides of the Duplex had separate 

legal descriptions and the repair would require authorization and cooperation from the Wilbers 

who were long gone and had abandoned their side of the Duplex shared with Mrs. Bingham. 

32. Tower Hill forcing this condition upon Mrs. Bingham had nothing to do with an 

assessment of what would be in her best interests, and it was not done pursuant to the objective 
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of repairing her home according to the terms and conditions of the Tower Hill Policy and Florida 

Statutes.  Instead, it was one to enforce its unwritten, undisclosed scheme to force insureds like 

Mrs. Bingham to either abandon their plans for repair and save Tower Hill the costly expenses 

associated with the repair, or force Mrs. Bingham to negotiate a cash payment less than she was 

legally entitled to.  One of Tower Hill’s senior managers, Vice President Lincoln Levarge was 

fully aware that the home was an unrepaired Duplex, where one side was in foreclosure.  In his 

confidential claim note, Vice President Levarge admitted the "[u]ltimate goal [was] to involve 

the bank-owned neighboring property in the repair, thus allowing repair or providing leverage 

for settlement.” (Vice President Lincoln Levarge Deposition, Page 69, Line 9; Claims Notes, 

October 2, 2014). This specific business practice executed by Mr. Levarge, to use the contract 

requirement language to force insureds to accept less than was due to them, was done with the 

knowledge, approval, and participation of Senior Vice President Dan Tadrowski, who was the 

senior officer at Tower Hill on Mrs. Bingham’s claim and other insureds’ similarly situated 

claims. 

33. When confronted with this scheme, given that Mrs. Bingham's attempt to repair 

the home was futile, Tower Hill’s representatives admitted to it and offered no legal explanation.  

When asked how Mrs. Bingham could get a contract for repairs to the Duplex when she didn’t 

own the other half, Vice President Levarge commented: “Somebody owned it.” (Levarge 

Deposition, Page 62, Line 22).  When presented with the impossibility of forcing the bank-

owned property to undertake repairs, which included destructive interior drilling into both sides 

of the Duplex foundation, Vice President Levarge quipped, “That’s between her and her engineer 

and her contractor and the neighbors,” (Levarge Deposition, Page 62, Lines 2-3).  Tower Hill 

repeatedly misrepresented to Mrs. Bingham and the Court that Tower Hill was "required" to 
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withhold the coverage until Mrs. Bingham entered into a repair contract. There certainly were 

other options available to Tower Hill including tendering her policy limits as outlined in its 

own Adjuster’s Handbook.  

34. This strategy and use of the tactic to force insureds to accept less than their total 

benefits did not include consideration of what was fair and in the best interests of Mrs. Bingham.  

The fact Tower Hill knew their request to obtain permission from the Wilbers was impossible 

did not move the dial because this was the general business practice used for all confirmed 

claims.  “We wanted to fix this house.  We want to fix every house.”  (Levarge Deposition, Page 

70, Line 16).  Tower Hill never made a monetary offer to her to make Mrs. Bingham whole, 

repair her home, and cover the costs of the engineers she had to hire to get Tower Hill to flip 

their denial of the claim.  Tower Hill wanted Mrs. Bingham to accept less than was due under the 

Tower Hill Policy and less than its own estimates.  When asked whether the offers made to Mrs. 

Bingham would ultimately be enough for her to repair her home, Vice President Levarge 

responded, “I don’t know.” (Levarge Deposition, Page 70, Line 24). 

35. This Tower Hill strategy, according to Vice President Levarge, of forcing repairs 

even when they made no sense from either their insureds’ perspective or the perspective of the 

senior managers, was an extra-contractual condition, unknown to insureds until they had a 

confirmed loss like Mrs. Bingham.  Vice President Levarge first claimed, in defense of this 

strategy, "because that's what the statute and our policy requires," which is false (Levarge 

Deposition, Page 67).  Ultimately, Vice President Levarge admits this was a process they 

invented to leverage insureds for tremendous cost savings to Tower Hill for each claim.  When 

confronted about the legality of this strategy under the Tower Hill Policy, Vice President 

Levarge was asked, “is there anything in the Tower Hill Policy that would require Mrs. Bingham 
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to [obtain consent from a neighbor before benefits would be paid],” he answered, “I don’t 

believe so,” even though that was the very thing he and the other Tower Hill representatives 

were conditioning coverage payments upon (Levarge Deposition, Page 63, Line 19).  As 

discussed in precise details, infra at ¶ 39,  the clear and convincing evidence in the record is 

loaded with formal efforts taken by Tower Hill’s representatives and counsel, to condition 

payment of her benefits on a myriad of extra-contractual terms and if that failed (which it did), 

Tower Hill would force Mrs. Bingham to defend accusations of being a fraud, a tactic discovered 

to be undertaken by Tower Hill as a documentable, general business practice. 

36. Deliberately, willfully, and wantonly, Tower Hill acted against Mrs. Bingham's 

best interests and did so against other similarly situated insureds.  Rather than fulfilling its 

contractual, statutory, regulatory, common law, and ethical obligations, Tower Hill breached its 

duty of good faith and faith dealing and violated Sections 624.155 and 626.9541, Florida 

Statutes, by the aforementioned and the following: 

(a)  Not attempting in good faith to settle Mrs. Bingham's claim, and other claims like 

hers, when under all the circumstances, Tower Hill could have done so, had it acted fairly and 

honestly toward its insured and with due regard for her interests; 

(b)  failing to pay the undisputed amount of partial or full benefits owed under the 

Tower Hill Policy, and other first-party insurance claims, within ninety (90) days after receiving 

notice of its residential property insurance claim, both at the time of its denial on March 21, 

2011, or after it "flipped" coverage from denied to covered on May 16, 2012; 

(c) failing to adopt, implement, or enforce standards for the proper investigation of 

claims, by its adjusters or in consultation with outside vendors, in Mrs. Bingham’s claim and 

other sinkhole claims; 
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(d) repeatedly, and regularly misrepresenting pertinent facts or insurance policy 

provisions relating to her coverage for sinkhole loss at issue in her claim, and the Underlying 

Contract Lawsuit, even after Tower Hill “flipped” its denial of coverage to covered; 

(e)  failing to acknowledge and act promptly upon communications concerning Mrs. 

Bingham's claim and other sinkhole losses, especially after being sued and after Tower Hill 

reversed itself in different claims, by treating those claimants who had to file suit to obtain 

benefits differently and punitively than others;  

(f) denying Mrs. Bingham’s claim, and other sinkhole loss claims, without 

conducting reasonable investigations based upon readily available, public information; 

(g) failing to promptly provide a reasonable explanation in writing to Mrs. Bingham 

of the basis in the insurance policy, in relation to the known facts of Mrs. Bingham’s claim, for 

the denial of her claim; 

 (h)  delaying Mrs. Bingham's claim, and other claims, by failing to conduct a 

reasonable investigation based upon Mrs. Bingham's information, and otherwise available in the 

public record; and  

 (i) deliberately ignoring its own “Adjuster’s Handbook,” and the instructions and 

guidelines contained therein, from its own willful and wanton desire to deprive Mrs. Bingham 

and other covered claimants of the benefit of the bargain in its sale of the Tower Hill Policy, as a 

general business practice;  

CATEGORY TWO:  GENERAL BUSINESS PRACTICE OF NEGOTIATING BENEFITS DUE TO 
INSUREDS. 
 

37. Tower Hill adopted a company policy, not published or approved by the 

Department of Financial Services or other regulatory authorities, to obligate every sinkhole loss 

claimant to conduct repairs in a prescribed manner, regardless of the facts and circumstances of 
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the individual claim.  On May 16, 2012, Tower Hill wrote to Mrs. Bingham and advised her that 

it was withdrawing its denial of benefits, after finally locating and including the Westcoast 

Forensic report confirming the Duplex was a confirmed sinkhole loss.  However, despite this 

change in coverage, and even the fact it had now confessed judgment in the pending lawsuit, 

Tower Hill continued to delay, defend, and deny benefits due, for more than two years.  It then 

moved to its practice of taking confirmed sinkhole losses and forcing its insured, Mrs. Bingham, 

into accepting less to save on its aggregate claim payments to insureds and deter other Tower 

Hill insureds from filing otherwise valid claims.  When Mrs. Bingham initially requested the 

confidential claims notes in the discovery in this case, Tower Hill met the requests with dozens 

of redacted statements in the claims notes and emails, claiming that Vice President Levarge and 

Senior Vice President Tadrowski were providing "legal counsel" when, in fact, they were only 

acting as claim managers.  The Court acknowledged that both of these individuals were lawyers, 

but rejected any privilege given the counsel they provided was purely managerial.  Untimely, all 

of the objections to this discovery were overruled, and Mrs. Bingham’s claim notes were 

produced. 

38. The previously confidential claims notes are damaging to Tower Hill's defense of 

the bad faith suit, given the strategy and willful intent to deprive Mrs. Bingham and others from 

benefits due on confirmed claims, like hers.  First, the confidential claim notes reveal that as 

early as the original underwriting at the time the insurance policy was bound, Tower Hill was 

aware the home was one side of a villa-type duplex and that Mrs. Bingham only owned one side 

of the building.  This was before the claim was made, and before Claim Adjuster Carter, Claim 

Supervisor McCleave, and Vice President Nelsen were aware that a claim regarding the Duplex 

made by the owners of the other side of the Duplex had been confirmed as a sinkhole loss by 
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Westcoast Forensic.  The failure of Tower Hill to properly canvass the neighborhood as required 

by its internal operating guidelines was driven by an interest in shopping for a different engineer 

to permit Tower Hill to deny the claim.  

39. The formerly confidential claim notes written by the Tower Hill adjusters, 

managers, and Vice Presidents reflect a trove of incriminating statements and admissions, by the 

most senior claims management at Tower Hill, demonstrating a willful and wanton intent to 

deprive Mrs. Bingham of her insurance benefits, and forcing her to continue to fight for more 

than two years before Tower Hill would admit it had wrongfully denied her claim.  It would take 

two years for Tower Hill to finally accept that the Duplex was a total loss, but it still refused to 

pay Mrs. Bingham the amount of the loss as even Tower Hill knew it to be.  This strategy has 

been discovered in dozens of other sinkhole losses. Tower Hill would flip its denied claims, but 

then use its authority to require a contract as a pretext to negotiate down the aggregate claim 

payment Tower Hill was making for its sinkhole losses.  Its representatives regularly described 

how its methods were also designed to discourage others from making valid claims for coverage, 

as a general business practice.  The following is a sampling of the various times during which 

Tower Hill had an opportunity to pay what it owed to Mrs. Bingham, but like so many other 

sinkhole loss claimants, chose not to: 

(a) Focusing on what Tower Hill Vice President Levarge referred to as Tower Hill’s 

“ultimate goal” of “leveraging” the contract requirement to lower its indemnity payments to Mrs. 

Bingham, Tower Hill accepted coverage, and Claims Management first demanded Mrs. Bingham 

undertake a repair to her one-side of the Duplex.  The result would be absurd, futile, and contrary 

to the Tower Hill Policy's express language requiring the stabilization of the land and the 

building and repair of the foundation. Next, Tower Hill demanded Mrs. Bingham undertake a 
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repair involving property (the other side of the Duplex) that 1) she did not own 2) was not 

insured by Tower Hill and 3) was abandoned and in the vortex of foreclosure.  

(b) Mrs. Bingham’s claim was adjusted, not according to the individual and 

circumstances of her claim, but according to an illegal and unethical formula designed by Tower 

Hill to reduce its aggregate claims payments on sinkhole losses ("the Tower Hill Formula.") The 

confidential claims notes for Mrs. Bingham’s claim describe the Tower Hill Formula used by 

Tower Hill in this context, with other claims, where an insured could not or should not repair a 

sinkhole loss, which was (i) payment for cosmetic, above-ground repairs, and (2) fifty percent of 

the subsurface repair estimate, saving Tower Hill hundreds of thousands of dollars in 

indemnity payments or more when its formula was used. 

(c) Litigation Manager Sam Townsend was the sole claim adjuster who was assigned 

to adjust Mrs. Bingham’s loss and act in her best interests after her lawsuit was filed.  Despite 

these duties, after Tower Hill flipped its denial Litigation Manager Townsend's primary job 

responsibility was to work with outside legal counsel to defeat her claim, like others’ claims, 

thus creating a conflict of interest.  These actions occurred after May 16, 2012, when Tower Hill 

accepted coverage for the loss and had an ongoing duty to adjust the loss and act in Mrs. 

Bingham’s best interests.  This occurred so regularly, rather than adjust his assigned claims, 

Litigation Manager Townsend spent his time testifying against his insureds in more than a dozen 

civil trials. 

(d) Having accepted coverage on May 16, 2012, there was no longer a bona fide 

dispute that Mrs. Bingham was entitled to the benefits afforded under the Tower Hill Policy.  

Even though Mrs. Bingham's lawsuit was the trigger for the reversal, Tower Hill now had a duty 

to adjust Mrs. Bingham’s claim and act fairly and accurately towards her interests.  
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(e) On July 19, 2012, Tower Hill invoked Neutral Evaluation, according to Section 

627.7073, Florida Statutes. In this State-sponsored program, a "neutral" engineer appointed by 

the State of Florida examines the property's condition to determine the most appropriate repair 

method and the costs associated with it.  On October 18, 2012, the Neutral Evaluator met at the 

Duplex with representatives of both Mrs. Bingham and Tower Hill. 

(f) After Tower Hill flipped its coverage denial for Mrs. Bingham's loss, Tower Hill 

sent to Mrs. Bingham a proposed repair plan prepared by Madrid Engineering. Despite the 

knowledge that the Wilbers’ side of the Duplex would remain unrepaired, Tower Hill proposed 

the Supplemental Madrid Engineering Report, asking Mrs. Bingham undertake a "half-building" 

repair rather than repair the entire Duplex.  Recall, the purpose was not to actually get Mrs. 

Bingham to undertake this repair but to leverage her to accept less if a cash payment had to be 

made.  The repair plan in the Supplemental Madrid Engineering Report dated July 6, 2012, 

called solely for cementitious grout, no underpins, and only for Mrs. Bingham’s side of the 

Duplex.  Notably absent from the Supplemental Madrid Engineering Report is the required 

certification from the engineer who authored the report, as required by Section 

627.7073(1)(a)(5), Florida Statutes, that this new, half-building repair will serve to “stabilize the 

land and the building and for making repairs to the foundation.”     

(g) The parties, including representatives of Tower Hill and Mrs. Bingham, met at the 

Duplex for the Neutral Evaluator to examine the nature of the damages, and the needed scope of 

repair. According to the Neutral Evaluator, as detailed in his report written after the meeting at 

the Duplex, both sides of the Duplex had to be repaired, with the installation of subsurface 

underpins drilled through the foundation on both sides of the connecting wall, and around the 

entire perimeter the whole Duplex foundation, as well as cement grout on the perimeter of the 
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whole building.  The repairs near the connected, load-bearing wall between the two sides of the 

Duplex would require the installation of underpins in the interior, several on the Bingham side, 

and several on the Wilbers’ side.  Most importantly, in his report, dated February 6, 2013, the 

Neutral Evaluator expressly rejected Tower Hill’s proposed “half-building” repair described in 

the latest report from Madrid Engineering: 

It is our opinion [as the Neutral Evaluator], based upon the borings 
presented in the Westcoast [Engineering], that sinkhole activity is a cause 
of the damage to this residence, within a reasonable professional 
probability … .  
 
It is our opinion [as the Neutral Evaluator], based upon the data presented, 
that sinkhole activity at the Bingham residence should be remediated by 
underpinning and cement grout. … Additionally, based on the villa-style 
attached construction of the Bingham residence and neighboring Wilbur-
Gao residence, it is imperative that repair efforts for both structures be 
coordinated between the respective owners, insurers (if applicable), 
engineers, and contractors. 
 

(h) The Neutral Evaluator's estimate for repairs for grouting and underpinning was   

$235,860 and did not include the initial above-ground cosmetic damages estimate of $21,519.67, 

making the total $257,379.67 ($36,579.67 over the policy limits, or 116 percent of coverage 

amount due).   Comparing these damage estimates to the limits set in the Tower Hill Policy, Mrs. 

Bingham's claim resulted in a total loss as a matter of law.  Nonetheless, Tower Hill's efforts to 

withhold money owed to Mrs. Bingham were not over. From the date of the Neutral Evaluator's 

report totaling Mrs. Bingham’s home, Tower Hill would delay another eighteen (18) months 

before tendering the limits of the Tower Hill Policy due to Mrs. Bingham.   

(i) According to the Tower Hill Adjuster’s Handbook, "If it is determined that the 

cost of repairs may approach the policy limits available, it may be a business decision to tender 

payment of the policy limits (Coverage A).  The decision to do so requires Vice President and 

carrier approval."  This guideline was ignored in its entirety by all claim personnel and each of 
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the Vice Presidents involved in Mrs. Bingham's Claim.  When each of the Tower Hill claim 

personnel and claim-management team was asked about this provision in their depositions, it was 

as if it did not exist.   

(j) Tower Hill had no intention of paying the damages as assessed by the Neutral 

Evaluation Program, promptly or otherwise.   Instead, it remained on course to use the Tower 

Hill Formula to limit its payments to Mrs. Bingham and other sinkhole claimants, i.e., half of 

their subsurface repair estimate plus an above-ground cosmetic estimate.  What Litigation 

Manager Townsend said in the confidential claim notes confirms the Tower Hill strategy of 

using the contract requirement to force insureds like Mrs. Bingham to accept less than was due.  

Rather than assess the loss and determine what was owed, Litigation Manager Townsend looked 

at the Neutral Evaluator’s numbers for damages, and reported to Vice President Levarge:  

I think we could tempt Corless to settle at $200,000 with the MSJ threat 
hanging out there 50 Percent of our own subsurface plus cosmetics is 
$140,000 [the Tower Hill Formula] … If they go forward with the repairs, 
we are looking at over $255,000, before interest, attorney fee argument 
even begins.   
 
April 1, 2013 email correspondence from Townsend to Levarge. 

 
(k) Nonetheless, from the date of this confidential discussion attempting to “tempt” 

Mrs. Bingham’s counsel, Tower Hill would spend an additional eighteen (18) months) delaying 

payment until it would concede on the eve of trial and pay to total the home.  Discovery to date 

confirms that from the field adjuster level to the Senior Vice President, the entire staff were 

aware and acted in conformity to derive Mrs. Bingham of the benefits of her policy by 

continuing to refuse to pay the loss.   

(l) On June 13, 2013, in confidential claims notes, Litigation Manager Townsend 

acknowledges that Mrs. Bingham was not going to be able to stabilize the Duplex, yet this did 
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not affect Tower Hill’s decision to honor its responsibilities.  Litigation Manager Townsend 

expressly advised in his confidential communications with Senior Claims management Vice 

President Levarge and Senior Vice President Tadrowski that it "is possible that [Mrs. Bingham] 

cannot grout and underpin," (these are the repair methods Tower Hill was demanding a contract 

for before any benefits would be paid).  "The Neutral Evaluator did say that the Bingham home 

couldn't be fixed without the Wilbers." (Claims Note, Sam Townsend, June 13, 2013). Yet 

Tower Hill would spend the next year and a half continuing to refuse to pay Mrs. Bingham 

because, according to Vice President Levarge, “we want to fix this house,” rather than pay Mrs. 

Bingham. If Mrs. Bingham cannot fix the house, she gets nothing.   

(m) Mrs. Bingham filed a Civil Remedy Notice on December 23, 2013, as required, 

according to Section 624.155, Florida Statutes, as a condition precedent to bringing this action.  

At the time the Notice of Insurer Violation was filed, Tower Hill knew: (1) it had erroneously 

denied the claim by failing to investigate its claim within the standard of care diligently; (2) the 

fact Mrs. Bingham would not be able to get a contract for repairs for the Duplex; (3)  the 

Wilbers’ home was in foreclosure, and without repairing the adjacent side of the Duplex, Mrs. 

Bingham’s home was an unrepairable, total loss; (4) the repair methods Tower Hill had accepted 

to this date were not compliant with the repair methodology obligated by Section 627.707(5), 

Florida Statutes and according to the Tower Hill Policy or were impossible to perform.   

(n) On April 8, 2014, the Court in the Wilbers’ foreclosure matter entered judgment 

in favor of the Wilbers’ mortgage company and against them, making it even more complicated 

and less likely that the Wilbers’ or their mortgage company could or would consent to 

destructive, interior drilling at their adjacent side of the Duplex.  During this same time, Tower 

Hill moved to continue the trial date on this claim while it dispatched its lawyers, Groelle & 
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Salmon, to seek representatives of the bank that now owned the Wilbers’s side of the Duplex.  

The purpose of these communications between Tower Hill and the bank, as shared by Tower 

Hill's lawyers to the Court and reflected in the transcribed record, was to get permission to drill 

into the foundation of the side formerly owned by the Wilbers.  Although these efforts by Tower 

Hill added months to the resolution of the claim, they were ultimately unsuccessful in obtaining 

consent to undertake any repairs to the side of the Duplex formerly owned by the Wilbers.   

(o) Meanwhile, on April 24, 2014, according to the confidential claim notes, Tower 

Hill's representatives finally spoke with Professional Engineer Baker of  Westcoast Forensic for 

the first time about its investigation of the Duplex, and he confirmed that the Bingham home was 

within the zone of influence of sinkhole activity he found when he did his investigation in 2010.  

This was more than three years since it learned of his investigation but never thought to inquire 

about making a complete investigation of Mrs. Bingham's claim.   

(p) At a hearing before the Honorable Judge Linda Babb, on April 30, 2014, counsel 

for Tower Hill, Jon Hall, Esq. presented Tower Hill’s argument to force Mrs. Bingham to 

undertake it’s proposed “half-building” Duplex repair, which Judge Babb described on the 

record as “ludicrous.”  Tower Hill was ordered by the Court to tender the limits of its policy to 

Mrs. Bingham, after the Court found that Mrs. Bingham couldn't stabilize her home, given the 

nature of the Duplex needing both sides to be repaired to stabilize the home.  After this, Tower 

Hill would ultimately wait an additional seven (7) months before it would honor the Court's 

order, again, because it wanted to prevent paying her and instead force her to use the money to 

repair half of the Duplex.    

(q) In a second hearing after losing its half-building repair argument at the April 30 

hearing, at the June 3, 2014 hearing, and even as late as a hearing on October 20, 2014, counsel 
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for Tower Hill, Jon Hall, Esq. and Jesse Groves, Esq. again presented Tower Hill’s argument as 

to why it did not want to pay Mrs. Bingham her benefits.  Noteworthy, both Mr. Hall and Mr. 

Groves, and even Robert Schulte, Esq., a third defense lawyer for Tower Hill all made comments 

on the record, even after the Court had already ordered Tower Hill to tender its limits to Mrs. 

Bingham, regarding Tower Hill’s attempts to involve the bank even further delaying payment to 

Mrs. Bingham.  This is because Tower Hill had dispatched Hall, Groves, and Schulte to find 

anyone at the bank that owned the Wilbers’ home after its foreclosure to instead allow Tower 

Hill to use Mrs. Bingham’s insurance coverage benefits to repair both sides, even though Tower 

Hill did not even insure the Wilbers’ side of the Duplex.  According to Mr. Schulte, their efforts 

to get permission from the new owner of the Wilbers’ side of the Duplex were not going as 

hoped, over the many months since ordered to pay Mrs. Bingham.  Again, rather than pay Mrs. 

Bingham, Tower Hill decided to delay even longer for months, this time while Tower Hill 

figured out how to get the new owner on board with their strategy.   

(r) The Claims Management at Tower Hill then decided that if the new owner of the 

Wilbers’ side of the Duplex would not come along voluntarily, then Tower Hill decided to sue 

them.  On September 12, 2014, more than five (5) months after ordered to tender the balance of 

its policy limits, Tower Hill filed a motion to permit it to force the new owner to join in the 

litigation, just so it could force the owner to accept its construction plans for the Duplex.  Again, 

all of this expense and delay was from Tower Hill’s motives to avoid paying Mrs. Bingham 

directly as required by the Tower Hill Policy under these circumstances.   

(s) Tower Hill’s drive to continue to withhold the benefits due to Mrs. Bingham were 

done in plain view, taking direct actions against Mrs. Bingham, and other, unrelated third parties.  

At the October 20, 2014 hearing, Mr. Schulte commented to Judge Babb: 
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We’ve reached out to the mortgage company, and they’re extremely gun shy 
about talking to us; and I think that the only way to resolve the issues in this 
case, is to bring them in as a party; and that is the relief that [Tower Hill] is 
seeking, your honor. 
 

(Hearing Transcript, October 20, 2014, Page 4, Line 2).  If its motion to add the mortgage 

company as a defendant in Mrs. Bingham’s case had been granted, it would have resulted in 

removing Mrs. Bingham’s case from the November trial docket.  After listening to Mr. Schulte’s 

arguments and reviewing the law on what constituted an “indispensable party,” which the subject 

mortgage company most assuredly was not, Judge Babb denied Tower Hill’s motion. See Order 

denying the motion, dated November 4, 2014.   

(t) After years of admitting coverage, Tower Hill had run out of options to delay 

paying Mrs. Bingham.  After years of willful and wanton efforts to avoid paying Mrs. Bingham, 

on November 11, 2014, Tower Hill advised the Court by motion that it had conceded defeat and 

tendered the benefits due to her.  

(r) This strategy of claiming to require all insureds to repair every home regardless of 

the individual facts and circumstances of the claim is demonstrated in Tower Hill's handling of 

Mrs. Bingham's claim but was by no means a singular event.  Instead, it has been discovered as 

an institutional strategy and general business practice from the field adjuster level, through Vice 

President Levarge, and up to Senior Vice President Tadrowski.  Tower Hill used the strategy of 

using the repair contract requirement as a pretext to force insureds to accept less than the total of 

the amount due to Mrs. Bingham and many other claimants.  The Tower Hill Formula, as 

previously described, was the basis of this part of its strategy to use the changes to the 2006 

Sinkhole statutes to design an institutional method and general business practice of pressuring 

and leveraging insureds to accept less in benefits than legally due.  Tower Hill also required its 
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insureds to sign confidential settlement and non-disclosure documents to hinder the discovery of 

its scheme to adjust its losses without weighing the facts and circumstances of each claim.  

Category Three:  Tower Hill’s Strategy of False Accusations of Concealment and Fraud 
Against Mrs. Bingham and Other Similarly Situated Insureds 

 
40.  While Tower Hill used its authority to force its insureds with confirmed sinkholes 

to accept less than what was due under its policies, Tower Hill developed another stratagem it 

would use to defend dozens of other valid claims.  This occurred with regularity demonstrating a 

general business practice where Tower Hill would defend an insured's covered loss by accusing 

its insureds of concealment and fraud.  This strategy would be used in Mrs. Bingham’s claim, 

and institutionally on more than thirty (30) other claims during the period Mrs. Bingham’s claim 

was being litigated and delayed. The strategy was implemented by Tower Hill in denied claims, 

covered claims, and claims that were originally denied and then flipped to covered. This strategy 

was undertaken in claims where Tower Hill had admitted coverage and now owed a contractual 

duty to its insureds, in order to improperly negotiate paying insureds less than owed under their 

Tower Hill Policies.  In that context, even while in litigation, Tower Hill’s duty to act in the best 

interests of its insureds would supersede any qualified immunity associated with litigation 

practices. 

41. The relevant language in the Tower Hill Policy to its general business practice 

relates to this provision in the Tower Hill policy: 

 Section I Conditions 

 Your Duties After Loss.  In case of a loss to covered property, you must 

see that the following are done: 

a. Give prompt notice to us or our agent; 

b. Notify the police in case of loss by theft; 
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c. Norify the credit card company in case of loss under Credit Card or 

Fund Transfer Card Coverage; 

d. Protect the property from further damage.  If repairs to the property 

are required, you must 

(1) Make reasonable and necessary repairs to protect the 

property; and 

(2) Keep an accurate record of repair expenses; 

e. Prepare an inventory of damaged personal property showing the 

quantity, description, actual cash value, and amount of loss.  Attach 

all bills, receipts and related documents that justify the figures in the 

inventory; 

f. As often as we reasonably require: 

(1) Show the damaged property; 

(2) Provide us with records and documents we request and 

permit us to make copies; and 

(3) Submit to examination under oath, while not the presence of 

any other ‘insured’ and sign the same; 

*** 

 Concealment or Fraud.  The entire policy will be void if, whether before 

or after a loss, an ‘insured’ has: 

a. Intentionally concealed or misrepresented any material fact or circumstance; 

b. Engaged in fraudulent conduct, or 

c. Made false statements. 
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(emphasis added). 

42. Recall, supra, on November 24, 2010, Mrs. Bingham gave a recorded statement 

to Tower Hill.  She advised Tower Hill’s Claim Adjuster Carter that the adjacent property with 

the adjoining wall was investigated in response to the neighbors’ claim and that engineering firm 

had confirmed sinkhole loss.  Mrs. Bingham’s statements were then reflected in the confidential 

claims notes and reviewable by her voice recording.  Additionally, a review of Tower Hill’s 

engineer Madrid Engineering Group notes reveals that Mrs. Bingham also told Tower Hill’s 

engineering firm, Madrid Engineering, about this investigation.  At this time, the Westcoast 

Forensic report on the Wilbers’ home had been published into the public record and was readily 

available, online and for free.  While the Adjuster’s Handbook obligated the Tower Hill claim 

adjusters to conduct a canvassing of the neighborhood homes for others with similar problems as 

Mrs. Bingham, the Tower Hill’s claim staff never followed up.  The permission provided by 

Vice President Greg Nelsen to the claims adjusters on the Bingham claim to deny the claim 

occurred with the full awareness that an engineering firm had investigated and confirmed 

sinkhole loss as a cause of the damage.  This makes the decision to deny Mrs. Bingham’s claim 

willful and wanton.  Note, too, that at no time did Tower Hill ever request Mrs. Bingham or 

Madrid Engineering obtain and produce a copy of the Westcoast Forensic report on the Wilbers 

side of the Duplex, a report which Mrs. Bingham did not have. 

43. Nonetheless, after almost two years after it admitted coverage based upon the 

Westcoast Forensic Report, Tower Hill moved to its next deception, which was to accuse Mrs. 

Bingham of fraudulently concealing a copy of the Wilbers’ report.  On March 20, 2014, Tower 

Hill filed Defendant’s Motion for Summary Judgment Regarding Concealment, premised upon 

the idea that Mrs. Bingham’s full disclosure to them about the Westcoast Forensic investigation 
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at the time of their claim evaluation was not enough.  Instead, Tower Hill accused Mrs. Bingham 

of having a copy of the Wilbers report at the time of her disclosure (she did not), and that even 

without them requesting it, her failure to produced it barred her claim in its entirety (“The 

Plaintiff(s) (sic) are barred from recovery in this matter as a result of the concealment of the 

Westcoast Report.”)(Defendant’s Motion for Summary Judgment regarding Concealment, March 

20, 2014, Paragraph 30).  Five days later, Tower Hill filed a Proposal for Settlement, pursuant to 

Section 768.79, Florida Statutes, on March 25, 2014, to create leverage to pay less than the total 

amount of the loss.  Importantly, regarding both the Concealment motion and the Proposal for 

Settlement, and the bad faith acts of Tower Hill: 

(a) the Concealment Motion was a common stratagem Tower Hill used against insureds 

with covered losses where insureds would be accused of fraud for failing to produce 

documents even when not requested to or legally obligated to do so.  A review of the 

public record reflects this was an institutional exercise to reduce its aggregate claims 

on covered losses. Tower Hill used this process in violation of its duty to its insureds 

in dozens of other, similar claims; 

(b) the Duties After Loss mentions the duty an insured has “to provide [Tower Hill] with 

records and documents we request." But Tower Hill never requested Mrs. Bingham 

to locate and produce a copy of the Westcoast Forensic Report; 

(c) When the Concealment Motion was filed in Mrs. Bingham's claim, the home had 

already been declared a total loss and was not repairable, given the abandonment of 

the property by the Wilbers.  At that time, Mrs. Bingham was legally entitled to 

recover her policy's limits, which were $228,800.  However, the Proposal for 

Settlement was designed to leverage Mrs. Bingham into accepting $118,000, an 
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attempt to save Tower Hill more than $100,000 below what it was already aware it 

owed to Mrs. Bingham.  At the time of the service of the Proposal for Settlement, 

Mrs. Bingham would have to be advised that the Proposal for Settlement threatened 

her financial security because if for some reason, she failed to recover her money, she 

would then bear Tower Hill’s counsel’s fees and costs, which at the time of filing 

would have been substantial. 

(d) Discovery of the Tower Hill confidential claims notes reveals the willful and wanton 

bad faith nature of the filing of the Concealment Motion and the Proposal.  According 

to Litigation Manager Townsend, “it does not appear we have a concealment MSJ 

angle" (Claims Notes, April 16, 2013).  Nonetheless, Tower Hill management 

authorized the motion to be filed almost one year later, knowing the motion was 

frivolous, and the amount being offered was less than Mrs. Bingham was legally 

entitled to recover on her claim. 

(e) An examination of the Court's dockets throughout Florida indicates Tower Hill had 

an institutional strategy to file these motions against its insureds, a well-documented, 

general business practice claiming an affirmative duty to produce documents without 

request, and the use of Proposals for Settlement below the coverage amount due to 

save on aggregate payments on sinkhole claims. 

(f) A sampling of the Clerk of Court dockets in Florida’s sixty-seven (67) counties 

produced a significant sample of cases where Tower Hill used the same unethical 

and illegal strategy and cache of motions, in more than 30 other claims, frequently 

involving the following practices:  (i) after learning of improper denial, flip coverage 

from denied to covered; (ii) invoke Neutral Evaluation, to delay resolution; (iii) 
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accuse their insureds of concealing material evidence via its Concealment Motion as a 

basis to deny the entire claim; (iv) offer less than legally entitled to, or file a Proposal 

for Settlement in an amount less than was owed at the time of filing.  Tower Hill used 

this strategy to then leverage its insureds into taking less than was owed under the 

Tower Hill Policy, and demand along with its payment that insureds sign onerous 

confidentiality agreements.  This scheme saved Tower Hill millions in aggregate 

claim payments. 

COUNTS UNDER FLORIDA’S BAD FAITH STATUTES, § 624.155, FLORIDA STATUTES 

44. Mrs. Bingham incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 43 as if more fully 

stated herein.  

45. According to §624.155 (1)(b)(1), Florida Statutes, Tower Hill had a duty to attempt 

in good faith to settle the claim when, under all the circumstances, it could and should have done 

so had it acted fairly and honestly towards its insured and with due regard for her interests. Tower 

Hill breached this duty in the claims handling of Mrs. Bingham's insurance claim, denying and 

delaying the benefit due to her under the Tower Hill policy.  Moreover, Tower Hill's conduct was 

based on a company-wide strategy designed to underpay claimants and deter other insureds from 

filing otherwise valid sinkhole loss claims. 

46. According to §624.155(1)(b)(3), Florida Statutes,  Tower Hill may not fail to 

properly settle claims when the obligation to pay the claim has become reasonably clear under one 

portion of the insurance policy coverage to influence settlements under other portions of the 

insurance policy coverage.  Specifically, Tower Hill used its authority and discretion contained in 

the language within the Sinkhole Loss Endorsement to negotiate coverage owed to Mrs. Bingham 
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and other sinkhole loss claimants, in violation of its statutory and ethical obligations for its 

insureds. 

COUNTS UNDER FLORIDA’S UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETITION AND UNFAIR OR  
DECEPTIVE ACTS, SECTION § 626.9541, FLORIDA STATUTES 

 
47. Mrs. Bingham incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 43 as if more fully 

stated herein.  

48.   According to §626.9541(1)(i)3a, Florida Statutes, Tower Hill had a duty to adopt 

and implement standards for the proper investigation of claims. Tower Hill breached this duty by 

failing to investigate Mrs. Bingham's insurance claim properly, and other similar sinkhole loss 

claims, and wrongfully denying Mrs. Bingham’s claim. 

49.   According to §626.9541(1)(i)3b, Florida Statutes, Tower Hill had a duty not to 

misrepresent pertinent facts or insurance policy provisions relating to coverages at issue. Tower 

Hill breached this duty in the claims handling of Mrs. Bingham’s insurance claim in numerous 

ways, including but not limited to misrepresentation of both facts and coverage to Mrs. Bingham, 

and its misrepresentation of the nature and extent of the required subsurface repairs necessary 

under the policy and Florida Statutes. 

50. According to §626.9541(1)(i)3c, Florida Statutes, Tower Hill had a duty to 

acknowledge and act promptly upon communications with respect to claims. Tower Hill 

breached this duty by failing to acknowledge and act promptly upon multiple communications 

Mrs. Bingham and her representatives directed to Tower Hill. Many times, Tower Hill ultimately 

failed to respond to Mrs. Bingham's communications and her representatives to Tower Hill 

regarding her claim. 

 51. According to §626.9541(1)(i)3d, Florida Statutes, Tower Hill had a duty not to 

deny claims without conducting reasonable investigations based upon available information. 
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Tower Hill breached this duty in the claims handling of Mrs. Bingham's insurance claim 

including but not limited to denying the claim at the time of the investigation, being fully advised 

that the structure had been confirmed as being damaged by sinkhole activity; deliberately 

ignoring the evidence available to it at the time it was initially adjusting Mrs. Bingham's claim 

and choosing instead to deny the claim; refusing to issue payment for Mrs. Bingham's claim even 

though it was established coverage payment was owed, and continually attempting to find 

alternate ways to deny Mrs. Bingham's claim even though it was established coverage payment 

was owed. 

52. According to §626.9541(1)(i)3f, Florida Statutes,  Tower Hill had a duty to 

promptly provide Mrs. Bingham a reasonable explanation in writing of the basis in the insurance 

policy, in relation to the facts or applicable law, for denial of the claim or the offer of a 

compromise settlement. Tower Hill breached this duty in the claims handling of Mrs. Bingham's 

insurance claim by denying the claim at the time of the investigation, being fully advised that the 

structure had been confirmed as being damaged by sinkhole activity; deliberately ignoring the 

evidence available to it at the time it was initially adjusting Mrs. Bingham's claim and choosing 

instead to deny the claim; refusing to issue payment for Mrs. Bingham's claim even though it 

was established coverage payment was owed; underpaying and undervaluing the claim; 

attempting to force Mrs. Bingham to make repairs contrary to her best interests and for its benefit 

and gain, and trying to force Mrs. Bingham to make repairs that it knew could not be 

accomplished, or that would not satisfy the requirement that the repairs would stabilize the 

building, and the land, and repair the Duplex's foundation. 

COUNT UNDER FLORIDA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE, SECTION 69O-220 
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53. Mrs. Bingham incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 43 as if more fully 

stated herein.  

 54. The Florida Administrative Code provides ethical requirements and duties for the 

adjustment and handling of claims. The Administrative Code specifically provides that: "[a] 

breach of any provision of this rule constitutes an unfair claims settlement practice." 

According to Section 69O-220.201(4), "the work of adjusting claims engages the public trust. An 

adjuster must put the duty for fair and honest treatment of the claimant above the adjuster's own 

interest in every instance." Tower Hill breached this Administrative Code provision in the 

adjustment and handling of Mrs. Bingham's insurance in numerous ways identified herein. 

55. According to Florida Administrative Code Section 69O-220.201(4)(c), an adjuster 

shall never approach investigations, adjustments, and settlements in a manner prejudicial to Mrs. 

Bingham. Tower Hill breached this Administrative Code provision in the adjustment and 

handling of Mrs. Bingham’s insurance claim in numerous ways, including the acts and omissions 

identified herein.  

56. According to Florida Administrative Code Section 69O-220.201(4)(e), an adjuster 

shall make truthful and unbiased reports of the facts after making a complete investigation. 

Tower Hill breached this Administrative Code provision in the adjustment and handling of Mrs. 

Bingham’s insurance claim in numerous ways, including the acts and omissions identified 

herein. 

57. According to Florida Administrative Code Section 69O-220.201(4)(f), an 

adjuster, upon undertaking the handling of a claim, shall act with dispatch and due diligence in 

achieving a proper disposition thereof. Tower Hill breached this Administrative Code provision 
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in the adjustment and handling of Mrs. Bingham’s insurance claim in numerous ways, including 

the acts and omissions identified herein.  

58. According to Florida Administrative Code Section 69O-220.201(4)(m), an 

adjuster shall not knowingly fail to advise a claimant of his/her claim rights according to the 

terms and conditions of the contract of the applicable laws of this state. Tower Hill breached this 

Administrative Code provision in the adjustment and handling of Mrs. Bingham's insurance 

claim in numerous ways, including the acts and omissions identified herein. 

PRAYER OF RELIEF FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES 

59. Mrs. Bingham incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 43 as if more fully 

stated herein.  

60. The acts and omissions giving rise to the violations mentioned above occurred with 

such frequency as to indicate a general business practice and these acts are: (a) willful, wanton, 

and malicious; and (b) in reckless disregard for the rights of Mrs. Bingham, and other, similarly 

situated insureds. 

 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, ELISE BINGHAM, prays the Court grant judgment in her favor, 

and against Defendant, TOWER HILL PREFERRED INSURANCE COMPANY, for 

compensatory damages arising from its violation of the common law, Section 624.155, Florida 

Statutes, Section 626.9541, Florida Statutes, Florida Administrative Code 69O-220, for punitive 

damages, for statutory attorneys’ fees pursuant to Sections 624.155 & 627.428, Florida Statutes  et 

seq., and for any and all other relief the Court deems just and equitable.  

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

 Mrs. Bingham demands a trial by jury for all issues so triable. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document has been 
served attached to Plaintiff Elise Bingham’s Verified Motion For Leave To File Her 
Third Amended Complaint For Compensatory And Punitive Damages And Demand For Jury Trial 
which was electronically filed with the Clerk of Court using the Florida Courts E-Filing Portal 
and served via Florida Courts E-Filing Portal Electronic Mail to:  Attorney for the Defendant, 
Brett M. Carey, Esq., and Darryl Gavin, Esq., dgavin@rumberger.com, 
docketingorlando@rumberger.com, dgavinsecy@rumberger.com, bcarey@rumberger.com; 
Rumberger, Kirk & Caldwell, Post Office Box 1873, Orlando, Florida 32802 this 10th day of 
August, 2020. 
 

/S/Theodore A. Corless   
THEODORE A. CORLESS, ESQUIRE 
Florida Bar Number 176192 
MARY CATHERINE LAMOUREUX, ESQUIRE 
Florida Bar Number 872288 
CORLESS BARFIELD TRIAL GROUP, LLC 
6812 West Linebaugh Avenue 
Tampa, Florida 33625 
Service@corlessbarfield.com 
Telephone: (813) 258-4998 
Facsimile:   (813) 259-4988 
Attorneys for Plaintiff, ELISE  BINGHAM 
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